Intelligent Smart Stop® Improves Low Bed Safety and Ergonomics

Encore Smart Stop puts a stop to accidental bed lowering:

- prevents falls by prohibiting the user from trying to egress from a dangerously too-low level. Lowering down into low height zone is only possible using the foot-end control.
- flashing indicators display as bed goes into low height zone
- under-bed indicators can also be switched over to discreet nighttime floor level illumination

Underbed lights illuminate below Smart Stop level.

ReadyWide® Integrated Expansion

- At-the-ready, "two click" expansion: Click once to pull expander out to 39" wide. Click again for 42" width.
- Navigates narrow doorways: Expanders provide fast, hassle-free solution for in-facility bed mobility.
- Caregiver advantages: Wider surface for safer, easier transfers and ADLs.
- Bariatric bed when needed: Accommodates users up to 600 lbs (SWL).

Encore Standard Features

- Encore GlideAlign™ retractable deck technology
- Durable easy-to-clean wide rolled slats
- Durable precision-welded construction
- Lifetime weld guarantee
- Baseboard bumper
- Robust, field-tested casters
- Travels virtually straight up and down
- Fixed mattress retainers
- Durable flexible polyester finish
- Underbed lights
- Foot-end control panel with staff-only lockout
- Advanced clinical positions - one button command
- Back-lit 9 button control pendant
- Smart Stop™ low height warning/override
- High end vascular foot ratchet
- Foot-end floor lock for mobility at any height
- Lockable head-end casters

For ordering and technical support on beds, accessories and furniture, call: 800-268-8671